Lulu Hassan excites fans with cute TBT photo while in highschool

- In the cute photo, Lulu rocked a white blouse and a grey skirt as she posed with her friend

- The mother of three lamented how time flies fast and added that growing up is "a trap"

- Although the photo was slightly faded, the news anchor looked happy and does not appear to have changed much

- Many of her fans took to the comment section to admire her and agreed that she really looked dope as a teenager and still does today

Lulu Hassan has caused a stir online after sharing a cute throwback photo during her teenage days.

The Citizen TV Swahili news anchor shared a photo of her rocking a school uniform and it is with no doubt she looked pretty.

Captioning the old photo, the news anchor lamented on how time flies and disclosed that she is an alumnus of the famous Aga Khan Academy in Mombasa.

"Ohh!!!..time does fly...Aisee growing up is a trap. @akamombasa
#AgakhanAcademyMsa," wrote Lulu.

Lulu Hassan excites netizens with her high school photo: Lulu Hassan.
Source: Instagram

Taking to the comment section many were amazed by her photo and others even questioned why her blouse was untacked.

An Instagram user identified as Nunajoy asked:

"Your blouse was in high school too?"

Another fan identified as Bint.bakari wrote:

"So you were that girl? Why have you not tucked in your blouse."

Thesombacollections wrote:

"People from group of schools same WhatsApp group."